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Abstract—In spite of the undisputed importance of writing, especially in the 
learning context of higher education, we still find many students with difficul-
ties to write, present arguments, and keep their writing coherent. Therefore, this 
research aims to investigate how a learning tool with text mining functions can 
support students in the process of academic writing, based on certain criteria for 
text analysis. A quasi-experimental study with control and experimental groups 
was carried out in order to evaluate the tool’s capacity to help students revise and 
improve their texts. The experimental group had access to the mining tool, which 
guided them in the revision of global features of their texts according to four 
principles: continuity, congruency, progression and non-contradiction. A group 
of lecturers corrected the students’ tasks using the same correction grid. Results 
showed that the students who used the mining tool achieved higher grades when 
compared to the students who did not use it. Providing one-to-one support for 
the revision of certain text facets at the global level has been one of the main 
contributions of this research.

Keywords—academic writing, text mining, revision

1 Introduction

Computers have changed the way people write from a very early age [1]. Technology 
influences cognitive processes involved in writing and often enables people to write 
more and better when using computers [2][3]. In higher education, writing and the 
mastery of language play a major role as students need to understand academic expec-
tations and continually use written language to communicate what they’ve learned [4]. 
Therefore, understanding how students can use methods and tools to improve their text 
production skills is an important research goal. Graham and Harris [5] stressed the need 
for the development of a supportive and pleasant writing environment for the students, 
in which writing activities could be performed, especially with the support of word pro-
cessors. In this context, technology has been shown to be able to help students improve 
their writing skills [6]. However, with the increasing workload teachers have to deal 
with, novel demands emerge. For example, the need for tools that can support writing 
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instruction and help students in their actual text production and revision [7]. On this 
basis, Strobl et al. [8] presented a review of tools and pedagogies available to support 
writing in secondary and higher education. The authors identified that technological 
support at the micro-level is more frequent, with tools and methods to help students 
revise texts mostly in terms of grammar and spelling. The same has been observed with 
the use of ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) in writing instruction 
in K-12, where digital tools are employed mostly for editing purposes, and automated 
support is provided mostly at the micro-level [9]. Tools to support the development 
of writing strategies at the macro-level are less frequent. These tools tackle the prob-
lem of helping students self-monitor their writing abilities so that they can improve 
the formal and the argumentative structure of their texts. The development of such a 
tool has been the main goal of the work presented in this article. It follows a specific 
research approach to academic writing that focuses on self-regulation to support stu-
dents in revision tasks. The development of self-regulation skills, in particular, operate 
in the adaptation of strategic choices to specific requirements of given academic writ-
ing tasks [10]. Furthermore, it has been indicated that learning to write academically 
requires knowledge about academic discourse, which stresses the need to be able to 
recognize and reproduce academic genres [11].

Previous research has also shown the positive effects of multimodal components on 
the writing process [12][13]. Visual representations such as concept maps have also 
been shown to benefit students in writing tasks in Science [14]. Providing students with 
tools to illustrate their organization of knowledge and to express visually their ideas 
is an approach that has been supported by different authors [15][16]. These research 
works have focused mainly on the use of graphic applications that allow users to cre-
ate their own representation of propositions about facts. The approach presented in 
this article has also focused on providing users with functions to represent ideas in a 
graphical way. However, our specific research problem was whether the tool could help 
students improve their writing in a global level by questioning them about structural 
aspects of their work. The assumption was that students could improve their writing by 
reviewing macro aspects of their own work with the support of graphical representa-
tions automatically extracted from their texts, using a known framework for coherence 
analysis defined in [17].

The tool designed in this research makes use of text mining functions to extract and 
represent relevant terms and relationships from students’ texts, it then uses graphical 
representations of the extracted information to pose questions that make learners reflect 
and review their writing. In the study presented in this article, this guided revision has 
shown to get students to make text changes that resulted in improved manuscripts.

2 A theoretical approach to writing with the support of 
technology

Studies from the 1960s proposed a decomposition of the writing process in three 
stages: pre-writing, writing, post-writing [18]. These stages were represented as if they 
were sequential and separated in time. Linear models had a unidirectional shape, which 
did not effectively represent the way in which authors write. Even so, such models 
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served as a basis for the development of more complex ones, some of them highly 
influential on the way one understands the cognitive process of writing to date. These 
models also represent the writing process of experienced and inexperienced writers, 
which is an interesting aspect when one wants to help novice writers become more 
proficient [19].

From a selection of writing process models, Strobl et al. [8] identified that writ-
ing subtasks are frequently divided in prewriting, planning, drafting, reviewing, and 
editing. One of the most influential cognitive models of writing has been developed 
by Flower and Hayes [20] from verbal protocols. The model represented the writing 
process in 3 main categories: planning, translation and revision. The planning module 
was related to the process of understanding the context and organizing ideias to be 
expressed in the text. But according to the authors, planning is not just a detailed plan, 
but an internal representation of the knowledge that the writer has and uses in written 
production. The translation activity is the transposition of ideas into actual language, 
the translation of a meaning into linear writing, under the guidance of the writing plan. 
The revision activity is divided into two subcategories: reading, which concerns the 
identification of problems in the text; and editing, which establishes the real changes to 
be made in the text. Chenoweth & Hayes [21] call this process text production, in their 
model of revision.

In this sense it is interesting to highlight Becker’s [22] conclusion that, in the past, 
revision was seen as a fairly simple reviewing task, which occurred at the end of the 
writing process. However, research in the field has demonstrated that revision is a 
highly complex operation, an essential activity that builds skill levels and promotes 
writing expertise. Revising is not a sub strategy of writing in the same way as plan-
ning, transcribing, and reviewing is. It is a rewriting process that takes place when 
the already-existing text is read for evaluation. Hayes, Flower, Schriver, Stratman and 
Carey [23] state that writing has “privileged access” to the intentions that gave rise to 
the text. This can be both a help and an obstacle. It helps when only writers know if 
a particular word or phrase exactly matches their intention. But it can be an obstacle 
when the writers’ knowledge of their own intentions can blind them to certain flaws in 
their texts. From the research results reported in [23] it is evident that diagnostic skills 
are often the most important factors in successfully revising texts, both on local and 
global levels. While at the local level writers look for spelling and grammar mistakes, 
at the global level, they look for coherence problems. Jones [24] explains the concept 
by stating that, in a coherent text, ideas flow smoothly from one sentence to the next, 
from one paragraph to another, in a logical order. An idea that is unrelated to the general 
topic or the local context challenges coherence. A known framework for evaluating 
coherence has been defined by Charolles [17], in which a text should meet four rules to 
achieve coherence: continuity, congruency, progression and non-contradiction.

•	 Continuity: it is manifested through the repetition of ideas and concepts, giving con-
sistency to the document as a unified whole.

•	 Congruency: clear connections between the main idea of the text and secondary ones 
are present, as well as relationships among the secondary ideas.

•	 Progression: each part of the text is built on a prior one, producing a logical struc-
ture. New information is added to concepts that are repeated along the text in a way 
that it progresses without restricting itself to the same ideas from beginning to end.
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•	 Non-contradiction: the ideas presented do not contradict each other, i.e. the writer 
cannot contradict a statement he made in the same text.

When it comes to supporting proofreading and reviewing at the local level, there are 
several established text editors and other online tools that leave markings in sentences 
or words to highlight grammar and misspelling problems. However, the number of 
tools is more limited to help learners write more coherent texts, which requires text 
analyses at the global level.

Li and Tsai [25] propose a text structure learning system in which the students, after 
writing, assemble a mental map of the text and the teacher can edit this mental map 
by asking questions that need to be referenced in the text. Hyerle [26] showed how 
different types of visual tools could help students and teachers represent information 
and communicate with others. Providing tools to allow users to structure ideas in the 
context of writing is an approach that has been supported in previous research, most of 
it focused on pre-writing [27] and, more specially, second-language learning [28][29]. 
In this article, the idea has also been to provide support to students at the global level 
of writing. However, the efforts here were not focused on the pre-writing phases of the 
process, but in the reviewing phase through the use of a text mining tool presented in 
the next section.

3 Text mining in education

A recent literature review [30] showed that the increasing amount of unstructured 
textual material involved in learning processes have drawn researchers to investigate 
the use of text mining in the analysis of different learning sources, such as: online 
assignments, essays, chats, emails and posts in discussion forums, social networks and 
blogs.

Researchers have also evaluated how text mining used for the analysis of student 
responses from surveys could yield relevant information for management purposes 
[31], contrasting the results obtained through the mining of students’ opinions about 
teacher leadership with those of human raters [32]. Text mining has also been used to 
classify resources provided to students in online learning courses [33] and to analyze 
blended learning strategies to identify better practices in terms of model selection and 
infrastructure preparation [34]. It has also been employed in the analysis of students’ 
writings, from shallow features and error detection [35] to the identification of mistakes 
in grammar, linguistic usage, and style [36]. Furthermore, text mining has shown to be 
useful in formative assessment and letting learners and instructors visualize results, 
providing an alternative solution to evaluate learners’ performance throughout the 
learning process [37].

As for the use of text mining to support writing, graphical representations of texts 
have been used to help students in summarization tasks [38]. Another system targeted 
to support students in writing tasks is OpenEssayist [39], a real-time learning analyt-
ics tool that provides automated feedback to students, getting them to reflect on their 
work as a means to improve their writing through understanding of the requirements of 
academic text production.
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This article presents a study in which the text mining system called Sobek1 [40] was 
integrated into TexRev, a tool designed to support writing, especially the revision of 
academic texts. The integrated text mining features provided students with graphical 
representations of the most relevant terms and relationships found in their texts. The 
mining algorithm used operates in three stages: the first one consists in identifying the 
relevant concepts in the text; the second step is the identification of relationships among 
these concepts; the last step concerns the representation of the information extracted in 
the form of graphs. These graphs can be thought of as graphic organizers, which have 
been widely used to help students and teachers represent information and communicate 
with others [41][26].

To illustrate the tool’s graphical representation of information extracted from texts, 
Figure 1 shows a graph obtained from a Wikipedia text about Global warming2.

Fig. 1. Graph extracted from a Wikipedia text on Global Warming

The larger the node in the graph, the higher its relative frequency in the text when 
compared to those of other nodes. The graph produced has a set of functionalities 
that allows the user to find further information about each node and relationship. For 
instance, when clicking on a given node, its frequency is displayed below the graph, as 
well as fragments of the text in which the term appears.

4 Methods

Our focus in this research has been to provide students with a technological tool that 
would be able to help them in writing activities, addressing mainly the revision of texts 
from a macro-structure perspective. We started by integrating Sobek [40] into TexRev, 
with the goal of providing students with a guided strategy for text revision based on 
information extracted from their own texts. The idea here was to present students with 
graphical representations of their complete texts, as well as of separate parts of them. 
These visual representations were combined with specific questions used by TexRev 
to guide students in their text analysis. It is important to highlight that the tool was 

1 http://sobek.ufrgs.br/#/
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_warming
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specifically built to support learners in writing expository essays, a genre that aims at 
presenting opinion-free information on a given topic, structured here in three sections: 
Introduction, Development and Conclusion. Therefore, the tool was not targeted to help 
experienced writers, or to support writing of other genres such as poetry, romance, or 
other fiction genres.

A quasi-experimental study with control and experimental groups was carried out in 
order to evaluate the tool’s capacity to help students revise and improve their work. The 
study was conducted in a private higher education institution in the south of Brazil, in 
a region with a high human development index. Four classes of the same introductory 
university course took part in the study, totalling 728 students. The large majority of stu-
dents were in the age range of 18–23 years old. The course introduced concepts related 
to personal and professional development, placing writing as a fundamental skill. How-
ever, only 496 students finished all the tasks needed for their complete participation in 
the experiment. Therefore, this was the number of participants considered in the exper-
iment, with the following final distribution of students in the control and experimental 
group: control group (n = 211), experimental group (n = 285). To verify the homogene-
ity of the groups, the performance of the students in seven writing activities prior to the 
experiment was analyzed. The average performance of both groups had no significant 
difference, with the experimental group attaining an average grade of 8,49 (standard 
deviation = 1,95) and the control group attaining 8,48 (standard deviation = 1,86).

Next, the students of the experimental and the control group had to write an expos-
itory essay about the topic “Entrepreneurship”, structured in three sections: Introduc-
tion, Development, and Conclusion. The students had two weeks to complete the task. 
Both groups received the same material with writing instructions about the construction 
of an essay, but the experimental group had access to TexRev, the tool which incorpo-
rated text mining functions with embedded questions to help learners in the reviewing 
task. Considering Flower & Hayes’ [20] influential cognitive models of writing and its 
tasks’ subset (i.e. planning, translating and reviewing), this work has focused mainly 
on the use of TexRev to help students in the reviewing phase. The goal here has been 
to provide support for text revision at the global level, following the framework for 
text coherence evaluation detailed in section 2 [17], focused on the factors: continuity, 
congruency, progression and non-contradiction.

The idea has been to ask students to analyze graphs that were extracted from their 
texts concerning different parts of their manuscript, so that they could revise their writ-
ing according to the principles of coherence mentioned previously. Figure 2 gives an 
example of the kind of revision students could make on the basis of the analysis of 
the graphs extracted by the text mining tool. In the example, the text in question was 
a research project written by a student who was interested in using images and other 
information to retrieve works of art of potential interest from the internet. The mining 
of the complete text resulted in a graph with terms such as Art, student, information, 
image, works [of art] (left side of Figure 2). When only the Introduction section of the 
text was mined, a smaller graph was produced (right side of the image), with terms that 
also appeared in the complete graph. Many terms did not appear in the smaller one: 
information, student, research, aesthetics, teaching (terms highlighted with a double 
box frame on the left-side of Figure 2). Hence, to help the student reflect about the 
continuity aspect, he/she was asked to verify whether these terms should have been 
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brought to light in the Introduction as well, where they did not seem to have been 
emphasized.

Fig. 2. Graphs obtained from a text about the use of technology to support art learning

The same type of revision protocol was proposed for every section of the text (Intro-
duction, Background Knowledge, Methods). It is important to notice that, by highlight-
ing relevant terms of each section and getting students to think about how and where 
they were presented, students were led to review their projects from a macro-level 
perspective.

To help the same student revise his/her project in terms of progression, graphs were 
produced for each section of the text, and the student was asked to observe how terms 
progressed from one section to another. Figure 2 shows the graphs obtained from the 
same Art related project and how terms that appeared in an initial graph also appeared 
in subsequent ones.

Fig. 3. Progression of terms obtained from subsequent parts of a text about art learning
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The term Art appeared in the graphs referring to all sections of the document, which 
is natural as this was the central topic of the project. Arrows in the figure show this 
recurrence from one part of the text to another. The word analysis can be spotted in the 
initial section, it disappears in the Background knowledge section, but it then reappears 
in the section dedicated to the Methods, which also seems to be a natural progression. 
However, the term “works of art” that appeared in the Introduction and Background 
sections, disappeared in the Methods. This may have been an intentional or uninten-
tional decision. Asking the students to think about the recurrence or disappearance of 
terms should make them more aware of the progression of ideas expressed in the text. 
The relationship of these ideas with new key elements is also essential, considering 
congruency aspects that are part of the evaluation framework used in this research. In 
this context, connections represented in the graphs could be examined in order to find 
relationships between ideas. The students were asked to revise these relationships and 
verify whether they were relevant. Another question is if there were missing connec-
tions in the graph, and whether these relationships were stressed in the text with the 
intended intensity.

As for the factor of non-contradiction, students were asked to verify whether con-
nected terms in the graph were translated into ideas that were not contradictory in 
different portions of the text. This analysis was not particularly supported by the visu-
alization of the graphs, the question was kept in the analysis model so that it would 
encompass all of the principles defined by Charolles’ framework [17].

5 Results

The essays of the students that were part of the experimental and control groups 
were marked by 6 different lecturers, who participated in a training course to get famil-
iar with the specific correction grid used in the experiment, in which the principles of 
continuity, congruence, progression and non-contradiction were emphasized. The lec-
turers received each essay identified with only a number, so that they would not know 
whether it belonged to a student that was part of the control or the experimental group. 
Table 1 shows the results obtained by the students of both groups.

Table 1. Average grades of the students of the control and experimental groups

N Average Grade Standard Deviation

Control group 211 5.284 1.224

Experimental group 285 6.930 1.421

The average grade of the students of the experimental group was higher than that of 
the control group, 6.930 and 5.284 respectively. The t-Test was then used to verify the 
statistical significance of the difference between the two averages, resulting in a p-value 
of 0.002. As this value was smaller than the significance level of 0.05 established for 
the test, it was possible to assert that the experimental group had a superior average 
grade than the control group.
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In order to better understand how the tool may have helped students in the revision 
task, learners were asked to leave free comments about the use of the tool.

To analyze these comments from a qualitative perspective, a content analysis tech-
nique proposed by Bardin [42] was used. The technique considers the presence or absence 
of features in a given message fragment. A priori codes and categories of analysis were 
established prior to examining the data, according to the classes of support the tool 
provides to students: Continuity (meaningful repetition); Congruency (clarity of asso-
ciations); Progression (association and conceptual development); Non-Contradiction 
(lack of consistency). Two additional categories were defined to account for the Appre-
ciation or Criticism of the proposed text writing activity using TexRev.

One of the most frequent comments made by the students was that the tool helped 
them think about the way they write. This was an interesting result from a meta cogni-
tive perspective, as the tool drew the students’ attention to certain aspects of their text 
construction, making them aware of potential macro-level problems in their writings. 
Below a few excerpts of the students’ comments are presented together with their asso-
ciated categories of analysis.

•	 “The tool made me analyze critically the way I write. It is valuable to help in the 
production of academic texts, it makes us think about the way we organize ideas into 
words, and the result is the actual text.” [Appreciation, Progression]

•	 “The tool qualified my writing in terms of the organization of ideas.” [Appreciation, 
Progression]

•	 “The tool really helped me reformulate part of the final considerations of my text 
before sending it to evaluation. I also found the presentation of keywords in a mind 
map interesting to check for coherence problems.” [Appreciation, Congruency, 
Continuity]

•	 “I had never analyzed a text of my own authorship […] I feel more confident now 
that, even with many elements to be corrected in my text, its quality is adequate.” 
[Appreciation]

•	 “Very good, especially for people like me, with many doubts about writing […] 
usually I don’t like the final result and I end up leaving [the text] as it is when I have 
to hand it in. But with the use of the tool, it helped me structure the text in a more 
coherent way.” [Appreciation, Progression]

The category Progression was the most frequent one, among the ones in the frame-
work for text coherence, showing the students’ recognition for how the tool helped them 
revise their writing in terms of organization of ideas. The category Non-contradiction 
was not found in the students comments, which is not surprising as TexRev only pre-
sented a question asking students to look for inconsistencies in their texts, without pro-
viding a specific function to help them find such problems. The category Appreciation 
was also present in many comments, while the category Criticism appeared in a few 
comments related mostly to usability problems of the tool. The students mentioned 
“coherence” several times because this was the term used in the writing instructions 
given by the tool TexRev in the proposed activity, following Charolles’ text analysis 
framework [17]. The focus on coherence as a pedagogical strategy brings students to 
concentrate on aspects of text production that are in the level of discourse, diverting 
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their aim from specific grammar problems [43], which sometimes is their major and 
exclusive concern.

6 Discussion and conclusion

In this study we showed how a text mining technique capable of extracting visual 
representation of texts can be used to help students analyze their own text productions. 
The study carried out showed that students who used the mining tool achieved higher 
grades than the students who did not use it.

As for the influence of previous knowledge of graphs on overall results, Yang [44] 
showed that graph familiarity had no significant impact on writers’ performance in a 
study with 234 students. For this reason, in the experiment presented here it was not 
a concern whether learners’ had previous knowledge of graphs. Still, students of the 
experimental group were introduced to the text mining tool and its graphical represen-
tation of terms before the actual experiment. Results showed that the use of TexRev to 
support writing and revision helped students improve their grades. Whether the stu-
dents perfected their writing skills and would be able to sustain these results without 
the use of the text mining tool, this should be a topic for further investigation. In turn, it 
was demonstrated that the tool was able to provide one-to-one support for the revision 
of certain text facets at the macro level. The tool’s potential to provide support for a 
large number of students is an important feature, as scaling becomes a desirable aim for 
the development of tools to support writing and instruction [7]. In this context, the most 
relevant implication of this research is that the proposed tool to guide students in the 
revision of their texts following a framework for coherence analysis has the potential 
to help learners improve their writing from a macro level perspective, with little inter-
vention of teachers.

Comparing TexRev with previous work, OpenEssayist [39] has the closest approach 
to that we followed with the use of text mining to support academic writing. However, 
although TexRev and OpenEssayist are based on the use of a feedback mechanism to 
get students to reflect about their own writing, the algorithms behind each system are 
different both in the way text scrutiny is carried out as in the type of feedback provided 
to students. Previous work on concept mapping has also shown how this strategy can 
help students improve academic writing, as in [45]. In the work presented in this arti-
cle, however, the use of graphical representations of texts has been tailored towards 
diagnostic tasks, and not so much as a planning strategy used in earlier phases of the 
writing continuum.

As for limitations of this study, TexRev is currently not able to provide the means for 
a deeper analysis of the students’ texts. For instance, problems such as leads (e.g. hints 
of forthcoming sections), transitions (e.g. clarifying how one topic connects to another), 
and ending (e.g. providing final remarks and explaining in which condition claims 
made hold true) are hard to identify and correct. Natural language processing features 
would be probably needed to complement the tool’s actual text mining functions if we 
were to provide support for these kinds of problems. These more complex analyses are 
possible topics for future work.
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